Ever since Veblen first asked the question "Why is economics not an evolutionary science?" in 1898, his followers have sought to answer to this query. As an increasing number of economists have begun to question the preconceptions of economic theory, there has been a need to provide a satisfactory foundation for evolutionary economic theory based on the work of Charles Darwin. The main purpose of this book is to show how the core Darwinian principles of variation, selection, and inheritance (replication) apply to social evolution. This book builds upon the insights from contemporary work within the evolutionary framework and will be an important reference work as economic theory advances in the coming decades. While providing this foundation, the authors also address the many abuses, misuses, and misunderstandings of Darwinian theory. For example, the authors discuss at length the Lamarckian doctrine whereby characteristics are genetically inherited that is often put forth as an alternative to Darwinism.
ripe for the Darwinian approach and the authors hope that empirical studies of these industries will find the theoretical framework they provide useful.
An evolutionary foundation is necessary if economics is to advance and if the cohesiveness of modern society is to be maintained, especially in an increasingly complex society where technological change permeates the whole of society. Though the evolutionary approach provides a better basis for economic theory than the sterile world of neoclassical statics and dynamics as expounded by the Paul Samuelson differential equation system approach, the authors admit that the mathematical study of evolutionary dynamics in heterogeneous populations is of great importance and is largely unexplored territory.
As one might expect, most of the book focuses on clarifying concepts and refining definitions rather than examining empirical evidence. The book includes a glossary of terms that the reader will find very helpful. The authors should be commended for their efforts and it is hoped that this book will help stimulate empirical research to substantiate the evolutionary theory they set forth.
